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GLOSSARY 

 

album. An album is a book form mounting one specific type of flat object, such as photos, 
postcards, stamps, or phonograph records. In early photo albums and some handmade 
modern albums, there's an attempt to provide generous, or at least uniform, margins. This 
distancing of one image from another encourages the focused study of each image in its own 
right, thus raising its value for the viewer. Many but not all albums employ book forms 
designed to mount photos (or stamps, etc.). Some are further modified to mount specific 
photo processes such as carte-de-visite or postcards. Others, while still definable as albums, 
use ad hoc book forms such as unstubbed blank books, sketchbooks, or writing tablets 
(Horton).  

album paper. "A type of cover [cover-weight?] paper used for photograph albums. It is 
manufactured in gray and black in basis weights of 50 to 80 pounds (20 x 26 – 500). A basic 
requirement of this paper is that it not cockle when wetted with adhesives, while another 



essential requirement is that it contain no impurities which might alter or damage the 
photographs"(Roberts & Etherington).  

albumen print. 1851-1900s. POP, semi-glossy surface; thin paper support, usually on heavy 
mount; a crackle pattern can often be seen in dark highlights; usually yellowed in highlights; 
paper fibers visible through albumen coating (NEDCC) 

back board. "The part of a mat, made from a solid piece of mat board, that functions as a 
protective support for the art work" (Smith).  

buffered (refers to paper or paperboard). Sized or coated with an alkaline solution (Horton).  

calotype. Also called a Talbotype. A calotype involves making a negative on light-sensitive 
paper in a camera, and then contact printing it onto a second sheet, often waxed or oiled. 
Calotypes were made from 1841 to 1855 (Horton).  

cabinet card. Usually albumen or gelatin POP, but could be collodion POP or mat collodion as 
well, mounted on a 4½” x 6½” card. Introduced in the U.S. in 1866. Stored in a drawer or in a 
special patented album (Horton, edited).  

carbon print. 1860- present. Used extensively for reproductions of works of art, also used as tip-
ins for books. Subtle image relief; paper fibers visible in highlights; no fading or yellowing; 
may get large cracks in dark areas; may be any color (NEDCC) 

carte-de-visite. Usually albumen, early ones could be salt prints, mounted on a 4½” x 2½” card. 
Introduced in Europe in 1854, in the U.S. circa 1859, cartes were stored either in a drawer or 
in a specially designed carte-de-visite album (Horton edeted). 

carte-de-visite album. An album within a broad spectrum of commercially manufactured album 
structures designed to mount stiff photo cards non-adhesively in chambers hollowed out of 
the album leaves (Horton). 

 

 



Chicago posts. "Metal screw posts having two heads, one fastened to a full length post, which is 
drilled and tapped with a thread, the other attached to a shorter post, which is threaded to be 
inserted in the main post. The purpose of such posts is to allow additional sheets to be added 
to the book" (Roberts & Etherington). 

 

cockling. A wavy distortion in paper or paperboard, caused by uneven expansion (Horton). 

concertina guard. "A continuously pleated ... sheet wrapping the outer folds of the sections.” 
(Frost) 

 

Cradle. An object made to hold the book open safely during exhibition without strain on the 
covers, endpapers, sewing or text block. (Blaser) 

 

cyanotype. Brilliant blue color, matte surface; invented in 1842 but not used until 1880s; paper 
fibers visible (NEDCC). 

DOP (developing-out paper).  A photographic paper which forms a visible image through the 
use of a chemical developer to reveal the latent image made by exposure to light. DOP prints 
are cool in color -- blue, neutral, or black -- unless they have been toned. They may be either 
contact-printed or enlarged from a negative. (NEDCC) 

emulsion. "A coating of light-sensitive material, for exampIe silver salts, suspended in a medium 
and coated upon a support layer" (Rempel). 

faced. Lined with a surface layer of paper, often of a more pleasing shade or texture than the 
substrate (Horton) 

facing. Referring to album leaf orientation, facing leaf surfaces swing into direct contact when 
the album is closed. Photos that face one another in an album run the risk of mutual image 
transference, abrasion, or adhesion (Horton). 



fail/free. "An expression referring to a repair or a bridging with new material which will act to 
provide security and motion between original components but which will mechanically fail and 
detach without damage to the original components. For example, a board re-hinging repair 
should fail/free of adjoining printed leaves” (Frost). 

ferrotype. See tintype. 

ferrotyping. "A gloss imparted to an art work by contact with a very smooth surface, especially if 
pressure or friction is present" (Smith). 

filling in. "The operation of pasting heavy paper to the insides of the boards of a book within the 
turn-ins of the covering material. The purpose of filling in is to prevent the thickness of the 
turn-ins from being noticeable under the board papers" (Roberts & Etherington). It also 
prevents the edges of the cover from being thicker than the middle, leading to a situation 
where pressing causes the texture or grain of the covering material to become flattened 
around the edges. In addition to that, it helps to counteract negative draw. Thus it has many 
applications to album-making (Horton). 

 

float. v. "To secure an art work in a mat so that all the edges of the item can be seen through the 
window opening" (Smith). 

folio, or bifolio. "A sheet folded once; the two-leaf, four-page unit of a book" (Frost). 

 

free guard. ''A stub tipped to one component and wrapped around or tipped to another" (Frost).  



 

gelatin emulsion. “A coated, light-sensitive layer in which the medium is a natural protein 
colloid” (Rempel). 

gelatin POP. Gelatin POP print (silver chloride) 1880- 1910.  POP- warmer in tonality than a 
gelatin DOP; usually very glossy; often faded to yellow; paper fibers not visible. (NEDCC) 

gelatin DOP. Gelatin DOP print (silver bromide) 1880-present. DOP appears black and white 
unless image deterioration has occurred; matte, glossy or textured; may be toned to various 
warm shades; often exhibits silvering; may fade; paper fibers not visible. (NEDCC) 

glassine. "A thin, dense, smooth-surfaced semitransparent paper" (Smith). Glassine was put 
over plate images in nineteenth-century books to protect the images from abrasion and to 
slow the process of image transference, or "burn," onto the facing page (Horton). 

glue. "A protein-based adhesive" (Smith). 

grain. "The direction in which most of the fibers in a piece of paper are oriented, and the axis 
along which the paper tears and flexes most easily" (Smith). 

guard. A strip of cloth or paper wrapped around a folio at its fold for one of two purposes: to 
strengthen it, as in the case of an endleaf folio, or to add thickness at the gutter to match the 
thickness of items mounted on the leaves. See concertina guard and returning guard. The 
terms guard and stub are sometimes used to mean the same thing (Horton). 

 

guard book. A book whose leaves turn on cloth hinges, stubs, wings, or guards. Albums with 
inflexible leaves are given cloth gutter hinges or guards to provide a break point to facilitate 
leaf turning. The cloth guard also adds thickness at the spine to match the thickness of items 
mounted on the leaves. While a carte-de-visite album can be classified as a kind of guard 
book, the name guard book as a defining title is more aptly given to a book that mounts things 
on the leaf surface, not in a recessed compartment in the leaf. Guard books may also be 
made with flexible leaves, in which case the guarding arrangement serves solely to broaden 
the spine to match the bulk of things mounted on the leaves (Horton). 

gum bichromate print. A photograph created by the gum bichromate process, which gave the 
photographer-artist an opportunity for handwork to alter tonality, omit detail, and reproduce 



effects akin to paintings or drawings. Gum bichromate prints were produced from 1894 to 
1930 (Horton). 

gutter. "The margin of book components at the binding edge" (Frost). 

hinges. (1) "Flexible paper strips that attach the art work to its mat along one edge, allowing it to 
be lifted for inspection of its verso" (Smith); (2) "Material, usually gummed cloth tape, that 
joins the window board to the backboard of a mat along one edge, thereby permitting the 
window board to be opened" (Smith); (3) Wings, guards, or stubs that help to attach inflexible 
leaves together to form a book (Horton). 

joint. "The external flexing position in the binding cover" (Frost). 

lamination. ''A composite made of multiple sheets bonded together overall with thermoplastic 
bond or adhesive bond using a press" (Frost). 

mat. ''A protective housing for flat art works, usually consisting of two boards hinged together 
along one edge. In general, one board is solid (for support) and the other has a window cut in 
it (for viewing)" (Smith). 

mechanical mount. A mount holding a print to an album leaf without adhesive (Horton). See 
also non-adhesive mount. 

meeting guards. Perfected in the 1880s for ledgers which had to lie open flat, meeting guards 
allow easy album leaf opening, throwing the gutter up into a plane with the rest of the leaf The 
process does, however, require twice the sewing. Leaf sections are discreetly sewed to the 
peaks of a concertina guard. The valleys of the concertina guard are then sewed together On 
tapes. Old timers probably have a trick for doing the sewing quickly and getting it tight 
(Horton). 

 

mount. ''A rigid, unfoldable support of card stock or mat board onto which a print or map is 
bonded. The object may be laminated, perimeter bonded, tipped or hinged" (Frost). 

mounting compartment. A hollow chamber inside a carte-de-visite album leaf designed to hold 
cartes-de-visite or cabinet cards in viewing windows (Horton). 

mounting corners. A non-adhesive mounting device that consists of photo corner holsters, 
usually triangular in shape, made of paper or plastic. The mounting corners themselves are 
adhered to the leaf surface (Horton). 

mounting slits. A non-adhesive mounting device that consists of a set of slits cut through the 
leaf where the corners of the photo may be tucked, lodging the photo in place. (Horton) 



 

non-adhesive. "Mechanical attachment without adhesive bonding, consolidation, or lamination" 
(Frost). 

non-adhesive mount. A mount holding a print to an album leaf without adhesive (Horton). See 
also mechanical mount. 

paper support. "A layer of paper onto which a light-sensitive emulsion is coated. Paper supports 
show the largest variety of types of photographic artifacts" (Rempel). 

paste. "An adhesive composition with semisolid consistency, usually water dispersible. Pastes 
most commonly used in conservation work at the Library of Congress are cooked wheat or 
rice starch" (Smith). 

photogravure. 1879- present. Photogravure is an intaglio printmaking or photo-mechanical 
process whereby a copper plate is coated with a light-sensitive gelatin tissue which had been 
exposed to a film positive, and then etched, resulting in a high quality intaglio print that can 
reproduce the detail and continuous tones of a photograph. 

Platinum print. 1880-1930, POP. Gray-black color, matte surface; paper fibers visible; rich, 
velvety texture; popular with art photographers; very stable images, no fading or silvering; 
paper often very acidic and discolored.  (NEDCC).  Also called platinotype. Platinum prints 
prints can exhibit offsetting in albums. 

polyester film. “Mylar” or “Malinex”."Athin, transparent, flexible plastic sheeting made from 
polyethylene terephthalate and sold under a variety of trade names. When uncoated and 
untreated with other materials, it is smooth and exceptionally stable" (Smith). 

POP (printing out paper).  A photographic paper which forms a visible image directly from the 
reaction of light on light-sensitive materials. POP prints are warm in tone, tending towards a 
brown, purple, or reddish color. They are almost always made in contact with a negative. 

Portfolio. An enclosure constructed to hold loose sheets. It often has a stiff cover (like a book 
cover) and sides or flaps to hold the loose sheets (mounted photographs, prints). The case is 
held closed with cloth ties, clasps or velcro. 

post card album. This is a historical album structure occurring from 1910 to 1920. Sections, 
quires, or signatures of thick paper are sewed on a single or two-ply concertina guard of the 
same paper, creating extra thickness at the spine to match the anticipated thickness of the 
post cards which will be mounted. Sewing is accomplished by metal stitches (staples) applied 
from the inside of the section, such that the staple ends close on the outside of the spine, 



embracing a canvas spine liner. Post card corners are inserted in mounting slits punched 
through the leaves (Horton). 

recto. "The front side of a leaf of paper" (Smith). 

returning guard. A guard formed by the turning-over of the sleeve without a dangerous amount 
of pushing and sliding (Horton) 

 

salted paper print. 1840-1860. POP, matte surface; paper fibers visible; often faded to pale 
yellow, especially at the edges; sometimes varnished. 

snapshot. An early silver gelatin print from the era 1885-1920. Snapshots differed from later 
silver gelatin prints in that they were printed on thin paper, and had a brownish tone and a 
semi-gloss surface, sometimes looking a little like albumen prints. One often sees early 
snapshots with a circular image area. 

snapshot album. An album made for snapshots, and for the snapshot era, from 1900 to 1920. 
The leaves feature a substrate faced with dark, thick paper with viewing windows. The 
snapshots are inserted from the edge of the leaf, pushed between the-facing paper and the 
substrate, and moved toward the windows where they are centered beneath the cutout. The 
facing paper, sparsely tacked to the substrate, hugs the snapshots in their places (Horton). 

stay. ''A reinforcement of vellum or leather seated in the inner folio fold to strengthen the stitch 
stations and secure the text folios" (Frost). 

 

stub. ''A paper extension tipped to the gutter edge of a plate, leaf, or map which provides a 
margin for binding or attachment (see also wing)" (Frost). In library bindery parlance, a stub is 
a strip of paper or cloth tipped to the gutter edge of a leaf to match the thickness of a flat 
object, such as a photo or map, mounted to the leaf. Several strips of stubbing may be 
needed if the mounted object is thick. Using this definition, compensatory thickening of the 
leaf at the gutter may be achieved by (1) attaching free stubs, or (2) making a fold in the 
gutter edge of the leaf, the hinge, or the wing, to produce a flap which acts as a stub (Horton). 
See also guard, returning guard. 



 

substrate. The layer of paperboard beneath the external layers of paper with which some album 
leaves are faced (Horton). 

support. "The paper, card, vellum, fabric, or other material on which the design layer or image is 
executed" (Smith). '. 

tack. "Attachment between components by a spot of adhesive" (Frost). 

thread mounting. Seen on early Japanese photo albums, this mounting method involves tying 
the corners of the photos to the page with silk thread. The leaf is typically a concertina fold 
either of paper or some decorative composite. At any rate, it has an outside and an inside 
surface. The thread ends are tied off on the inside surface, hidden away from view (Horton). 

 

tintype. A direct positive (negativeless) photograph on a thin iron sheet developed by a French 
process of 1853. Introduced to America beginning in 1860, its excellent tonal range, 
durability, and low cost made it a popular process into the 1930s. 

tip. "A narrow adhesive seam bond between sheets" (Frost). 

turn stub. See returning guard. 

verso. "The back side of a leaf of paper" (Smith). 

window backing"A piece of board in a mat in which an opening is cut to allow the art work to be 
displayed" (Smith). 

window opening. The aperture in the window board. 

woodburytype-  1866- c. 1890. Same characteristics as carbon prints. Woodburytypes are not 
photographic, but photomechanical. Mainly used for book illustration and large edition 
publications; often labeled. (NEDCC) 

 



 

 


